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     Did the teacher ever freely mass distribute his Lessons, Dialogues, Talks to the public, or 'the world' at large? 

"These are not for the masses, for you have to have a deep resonance in your heart as a sincere aspirant. One 
who has a humble pure heart. You will be guided in Grace.” Robert Adams  
 
The Lessons were shared only with 
those present and his lifelong students 
in India, inner circle, and loved ones in 
preparation for his future Institute in his 
precise guided sequential Lesson 
Format. Thus, in gentle humility and 
trust, Robert Adams teaches, timeless 
classic spiritual guidelines in the ancient 
ethical laws. He only spoke weekly to the 
public, never participating in mass 
distribution to the non-attending public 
at large, nor to contradictory paths 
omitting ethics in spiritual integrity or for 
simple casual interest.  
 
"The West misinterprets these words. 
Instead of becoming humble, they become more arrogant. It is important to follow spiritual laws in humility and 
grace to progress. Those who have attained have done their homework.” 
                                                              Robert Adams 
 Following a talk to a remaining few in the room in his last urban Los Angeles audience he permitted a questioning 
student to share with interested friends who wanted to attend his classes. 
 
 

 Did Robert Adam accept donations?  
 
In a lovely serene sanctuary atmosphere, church or host home, the talks are offered extemporaneously. As those 
class students, visitors partook of his gentle, rare, pure offering of transmission, evoking a palpable peace, those 
present always graciously donated for each typed talk in a beautiful hand carved student box they placed in venue 
for all to donate. 
 

       Is there an itinerary or regularly adhered to format to the talks?   
Yes, most beautifully. The Sage adheres to the traditional sage/student format of music, discourse, meditation, 
question and answers, fellowship with refreshments/'prasad'. The Lessons are formatted in honoring this precise 
tradition, with advised opening preparation with music, discourse pondering, meditation and submitted 
questions, with personal study guides. 

     Can anyone teach, represent or post the Lessons? 

ROBERT ADAMS HOME LESSON COMPANION TM 
Questions and Answers 
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Robert Adams in his wisdom, denied all such requests, and copyright his own works of his own personal 
experience in order for the original purity to continue in his original powerful lineage of love. In gentle humility, 
he refused all requests for any affiliation with his name, attempts at teaching/interpreting his talks, copying /r 
distribution of his works.. Robert Adams is an internationally revered rare modern American teacher of ancient 
classic traditional life guidelines and ethics, and is often mis-categorized with others utilizing similar sounding 
phrasings, with different content. His unique terminologies and topics are his own experience within the context 
of illumination, unknown in Western culture prior to his introduction of these terminologies, in radiant Truth.  
 

Fill yourself with Love 

And you experience the peace of this reality, no matter what is happening to you in the temporal world. You do 
not pretend it is not happening. You do not deny it. You do not run from it. It is a gracious, gentle understanding. 
And you rise. You take the most loving, wise action for all concerned. But you no longer identify yourself with the 
problem. You identify with radiance. Peace. God. And this is what you experience. But you must make an effort 
to do this, not just say it. Be very honest with yourself. Do not say you feel this unless you really do. Surrender 
everything else up to God each time suffering appears. Ask God to take it from you. And due your sadhana. 
(spiritual practices.) meditations. Your Inquiry. Your prayer. Do this daily. You will be Free.  
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